Representing 6 years of research and the latest innovative technology that
includes the power of peptides, time‐released retinol and plant stem cells
Reduces the look of deep lines and wrinkles Restores lifted contours
Recaptures youthful volume.
This new product line ALREADY has the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval!

This Luxurious Foaming Cleanser Revitalizes, renew, goes beyond cleansing, and it’s main benefits, in addition to containing the
Volu‐Firm complex, are
•

Maintains moisture balance

•

Renews skin radiance

•

Promotes a feeling of suppleness

•

Leaves skin feeling pampered (Cleanse entire face)

The Science Behind the Products– At the heart of the regimen is the Volu‐Firm Complex, the perfect union of three
ingredients so vital to skin recovery that it is in every product formula. This complex gives all five steps in the
regimen a common bond and shared benefits, in addition to the target ingredients in each individual produce. Helps how the Volu‐Firm
works
•

A biomimetic peptide helps support processes critical for skin repair

•

A hyaluronic acid booster helps provide youthful skin volume and lift

•

Plant stem cells help protect the integrity of the skin matrix, the source of skin firmness.

Volu– Firm Lift‐ Collagen V11 is a specialized protein that plays a critical role in cellular communication and nutrient exchange. In
younger skin, image a way line layer to another. As skin ages, these "waves” begin to flatten, This makes the skin more fragile, decreasing
the amount of nutrients available to the epidermis and interfering with the skin’s normal repair process. The flattening causes skin to
wrinkle and sag. Lifting Serum is formulate to help minimize damage to proteins and promote greater skin resilience. (Use on the right half
of the face after moist.

Volu‐Firm Day Cream Sunscreen Broad Spectrum SPF 30
Help reduce glycation and the formations of A.G.E.’s Glycation is a chemical reaction that can intensify intrinsic aging. Simply put, during this
process a sugar molecule attaches itself to a skin protein, like a collagen or elastin, and forms a glycated protein called A.G. E. , which stands
for Advanced Glycation End product. This impacts the ability of structural proteins to function normally, causing significant damage to the
skin’s support system. Over time these vital proteins become rigid, brittle and less responsive, and can lead to the sagging , skin crepiness
and more pronounced wrinkling that is associated with advanced skin aging. These molecules are particularly dest6uctive since they not
only stiffen existing skin proteins but also create an environment that slows the synthesis of new collagen, compromising the integrity and
regeneration of the skin. While this process starts out slow when skin is younger, it is known to speed up the older we get. TimeWise Repair
Volu‐Firm Day Cream Sunscreen Broad Spectrum SPF 30+ is formulated with an effective and powerful antioxidant that helps minimize the
process of glycation and A.G.E formation
•

Helps minimize skin reaction to external irritants

•

Helps minimize the activity of pigment‐producing enzymes

•

Deliver broad spectrum protection against UV/UVB damage (apply to right half of face)

Our New Timewise Repair eye cream dispenser is made of ZAMAC (zinc, aluminum, magnesium and copper) ‐ the SAME thing boxers
massage their faces with to get rid of welling! You don't need to tough the product, simply message on with the flat side, them turn over
and massage the under wye area with the rounded side!
(Show w/the tube as you explain the benefits &
have them apply a small amount under the right eye w/their ring finger)

Volu‐Firm Night Treatment with Retinol (Talk about this product ‐no demo)
•

Helps accelerate cell turnover to reveal radiant‐looking skin and help protect skin integrity. As skin ages, cellular function slow, allowing
layers of older, sun –damaged cells to accumulate and remain on the skin's surface this not only can make skin look dull and lifeless It
also can make pores look larger. Time Wise Repair Volu‐Firm Night Treatment with Retinol is formulated to give this process a boost s
that fresher, more youthful cells can rise to the surface. Ingredient: Encapsulated Retinol

•

Help protect ski integrity

•

Help reduce glycation and the formation of A.G.E.s

•

Help replenish vital hydration

•

Help minimize the activity of pigment‐producing enzymes

